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Similarly when the unity which the imagination of two lovers calls into exis-
tence is visualised by them as a single, undivided, changeless soul between
them, the goal is reached. Love rules their life as Beauty. ...Thus the secret
of all beauty and greatness is not. in remaining what 1 am, but in realising
something beyond it; not in 'Being' but in 'Becoming'—Bhavana. For in the
process of 'Becoming' only, do I realise enduring joy. In studying the funda-
mentals of love and religious devotion, of literary bojuily and human greatness,
of sacrifice and duty, I have found but one underlying principle : Beauty in
life as in literature lies only in attempts to achieve 'Becoming' of evergrowing
magnitude.1
This'Becoming'is not necessarily spiritual or moral
He says, again:
A dangerous life is far nobler than one of passive insipidity. Greatness,
for men or nations lies in greater and yet greater efforts lo live as an idea
through struggle and suffering, through tapas and lya&a. In normal human
instincts and motives, intensified by an ideal and purified by readiness to suffer
for it, lies the secret of strength and power. In a full and perfect life, strength
and ambition have a place; and so have laughter and tears and pride, and even
the pleasures of sense. Love is supreme law; and so is Beauty. Both attain
perfection, one in inseverable Unity of man and woman, the other in endless
joy2....
VII
The consideration of Situ ane SakJn, The Child and His
Comrade, has been kept to the very last, because it depicts, r
to the writer's mind, the very heart of the author. As catf
be seen from the preface to the book, the piece welled forth
from his inmost being quite spontaneously in an increasing
stream of rhythmic prose of beauty and power. It must
have been a most wonderful experience. It is a sustained
vision, where, scene by scene, the unfolding life of the man
is revealed. We can visualise—we who have known them
in flesh—the various persons mentioned, though no names
are given.
§isu, the Child, has dreamt of a comrade, Sakhl, who
would share his life with him. But it remains only a dream;
for he is married when he is too young to understand what
it all means. His wife is a gentle, uncomplaining girl—SatI
—whose whole life is bound up with her husband, but un-
fortunately she is too ignorant to enter into or even to
appreciate Sisu's yearnings after beauty and joy and power,
1,   Thotfanka Rasadarbano, p. 13.
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